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An Introduction to SDR
by Pete Galligan, NJ2VT
Isn’t “alphabet soup” just great? It used to be one of my favorites as a kid, and it
was great fun to try to organize those floating letters into a real word. These
days, though, alphabet soup might refer to any number of acronyms out there,
and goodness knows, there are many of them! In the amateur radio world we
have DX, DMR, SSB, and now this thing called “SDR,” or “software defined
radio.”
Why do we need a software defined radio, you ask, when you have a perfectly
good conventional radio right in the shack? Well, rather than using discrete components like mixers, filters, modulators and demodulators, it’s now possible to
use software to emulate those components and subsystems within a computer
program, or even within a so-called embedded system (a system with a dedicated
function). Some of the latest HF transceivers out there use SDR for embedded
functions such as digital signal processing, or DSP (jeez, yet another acronym!).
Using software, rather than being limited by a set number of physical components, certain filtering and other functions such as DSP can be almost infinitely
‘tweaked’ to suit the most discriminating (pun intended) operator.
Also, if you’re living in an area that severely limits HF antenna installations, and
really want to listen to the action, SDR may prove to be a great solution for you.
In fact, there are a variety of online SDR receivers out there on the web that you
can use, and tune to your heart’s content. All it takes is a computer (or other device), and a good internet connection.
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Let me introduce you to websdr.org.

The above screen shot shows just part of the websdr.org landing page, and provides links to various SDR receivers located around the globe. Note that some of
the links are being updated as we speak, so be sure to update bookmarks for your
favorites as you use them.

Continued Pg # 4, SDR
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Prez-Sez
October 2019
Happy Fall Everyone! Any guesses as to what my favorite part of fall is?
I'll give you a hint, my 2nd favorite part is apple pie with some Cabot extra sharp chedForest N1BBQ
dar! That's right, you guessed it - NEAR-Fest! I'll be headed down for both Friday and
Saturday again this year and plan to try and sell some of my old junk and come home
with less than i brought! My third favorite part about fall is OctoberFeast. I hope you pre-registered
with Lorri and I can't wait to see you there!
Forest N1BBQ
Also see page #

Announcing the first RACES/ARES Simplex test of 2019!
On Tuesday, October 8, beginning at 8 PM RACES/ARES will conduct an "everyone works everyone"
simplex test across Vermont. All hams are encouraged to participate.
Contacts will be made on 2 meter FM and 10 meter SSB. Use whatever radios and antennas you have.
At the end of the test, everyone is asked to provide a log of station callsigns worked, your callsign and location, power
used, antenna used, the quality of the QSO (e.g., was it solid enough to reliably pass important messages?), and any other relevant information to n5wvr@arrl.net. Details will be provided closer to the date. 73,
Cathy James N5WVR
n5wvr@arrl.net

September/October 2019 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 kHz,
PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” Note you can also find
the complete ARES Net Control Pre-Amble on the GMWS web site at: www.gmws.net.
Anyone can print it and follow along!

OCT 07

STEVE W1SFR

TR

OCT 14

ZACH K1ZK

RC

OCT 21

CALVIN W1CLG

TR

OCT 28

FOREST N1BBQ

RC

NOV 04

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

NOV 11

BEN KC1HHE

RC

NOV 18

FOREST N1BBQ

TR

NOV 25

CALVIN W1CLG

RC

DEC 02

STEVE W1SFR

TR

We are lucky to have a number of Net Control Operators but as the fall/winter season comes upon us ATT ALL NC OPERATORS: Please send list of
we could use a few “Floating” Operators to cover
your check in’s Callsign & Name to: Prez Forest
for times when regular operators are away or need a N1BBQ TechieForest@gmail.com
break. Please Contact Ann Mary
AB1CH@nfmra.org (standing in for Ben N1UKK)
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GMWS

OCTOBER 2019

Submitted By
Jeff N1YTY

September 2019
In September 2009 Chris Hagopian N6EUP produced Key Klicks in good shape. Photographs that clearly said the
MS Vermont Challenge Bike Tour was based at Castleton State College (Castleton University now) for 287 entrants. GMWS president John N1HLG reported they raised $200,000 that was down a bit perhaps due to recovery
from the 2008 recession. While qualifying, hams do their numbers and today we notice discussions mentioning trillions. A trillion is a thousand billions. Our country is many trillions of dollars over spent. Civil emergencies may
need ham operators at unexpected times. Practicing at events gives us a review.
President John was talking about a Fox Hunt then as we are now. Finding a hidden transmitter in the dark is just a
bit trickier than in daylight. The principles still prevail. Fun to reach a dark parking lot corner at CSJ to realize that
right there inside a black pickup truck was the Fox!
An unsigned article in KK from a writer at ARRL called attention to the ARRL website. Then we found the
“Pareto Principle.” Try the eighty-twenty rule that observes that 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. Locally, good leadership by word or example can produce good results. People step up to make things happen. The new template over us now is the increase in the rate of change and how we adjust and respond. We will still
be able to respond to leadership and to a “spark plug” who steps up and makes things happen.
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

Tid--Bits & Interesting Links Found - Not All Radio Either!
Tower Down!
Norfolk's WJOI Maintains Operations with Quick Switch to New HPR.0990 AM
Antenna
That was close!
NORFOLK, VA: The salty ocean breeze that blows past the antenna tower of
WJOI Radio in Virginia finally won. Standing valiantly beside the sea since 1973,
the corrosion finally compromised, and engineers told the owner that they had no
choice but to let it topple into Chesapeake Bay. Demolition happened Saturday,
September 14th.
Dramatic footage of WJOI/WNOR radio tower collapsing into Chesapeake Bay.
The station’s temporary AM antenna is clearly visible (circled). For further information and link to watch the video; http://www.theradiosource.com/articles/news2019-sep.htm

GMWS Meeting Minutes September
The October meeting will be our Annual OctoberFeast
and as such there will not be a business portion of our
meeting so we will publish the minutes for the September
meeting in the October issue of Key Klicks.
We apologize for any inconvenience and appreciate your
kind understanding.
ED: Ann Mary AB1CH
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SDR Continued from Pg #1...My personal favorite of the bunch is located in Utah, with URL http://sdrutah.org. You
can choose among WebSDR1 (yellow), WebSDR2 (green) or WebSDR3 (blue), depending on the bands you wish to
listen to. This particular SDR location utilizes a nice antenna system, so you don’t need to erect a 50-ft Rohn tower in
the back yard with a 5 element beam to enjoy the action. Note if you’re using Chrome as your browser, there’s a button
on each server’s page to ‘start’ the audio feed.
The illustration, below shows the SDR receiver is tuned to 7.272MHz (7272 kHz) lower sideband.

You can direct-enter the desired frequency, or use the (++) and (--) buttons to increment/decrement frequency.
The buttons shown at left can be clicked to change the mode of transmission you’re listening to, as well as the receive
filter bandwidth…very handy when conditions are less than optimal.
Note that you can listen to the described SDR sites with any internet-equipped device: computer, tablet, or smartphone.
The SDR receivers are set up to accommodate a number of simultaneous users, each with their own frequencies, modes
and so on, and the end result is like having your own, personal high-end receiver. While the Utah SDR site is certainly
top-notch, there are many more out sites out there yet to be discovered and enjoyed…by you!
Hopefully this will get you started. Be sure to share your favorite SDR sites with the rest of us. Happy listening! Pete
NJ2VT
Ed Note: I am grateful to Pete (NJ2VT) for sending this article. He has skillfully introduced me to a topic I have heard
about but as with most of the new technology shied away from...it has something to do with teaching new ricks to old
dogs! But this is a mode I hope to look into. If you have traveled at all, you know the repeater systems are sorrowfully
silent for various reasons. I have heard this and other digital modes can be enjoyed while driving as long as there is internet service where you are. AB1CH

The ARRL is establishing several new Groups
The ARRL is currently in the process of establishing several new Groups similar to ARRL-LoTW but for communications on topics other than LoTW. These Groups will all be sharing a new, common, recognizable domain name:
Groups.arrl.org
As a part of the transition, messages that you are receiving for ARRL-LoTW from Groups.io will shortly begin to
arrive from Groups.arrl.org rather than from Groups.io. This change will mean that any whitelists, fiters, etc. you have
defined in your email program (e.g. Gmail, Outlook, etc.) for ARRL-LoTW which are based on the values of email
message headers will need to updated for the coming change form Groups.io to Groups.arrl.org once this change is implemented by Groups.io
Currently, we expect that this switchover will be taking place this week. We'll share further details once Groups.io
informs us of a more precise time for when we can expect this change to happen.
73,
Mike K1MK
Michael Keane, K1MK
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Maine Makes Waves
Amateur Radio Operators In Waldo County, ME, First to Deploy New Wide-Area "RadioSAFE" (TIS/HAR) Emergency Radio Service BELFAST, ME: It’s not the first time a communication innovation has come out of the State of
Maine. In 1868, Mainer Joseph Stearns came up with a way to carry on two ends of a conversation simultaneously on the same wire,
revolutionizing the telegraph and later what would become the telephone – industries.
In that spirit, one Maine county, with the assistance of seasoned Amateur Radio Operators, is implementing the nation’s first
county-wide emergency broadcast system, utilizing universally available AM radio channels. The new wide-area “RadioSAFE”
system will be utilized in emergency / disaster situations in which citizens are cut off from power and communications – something
that could easily have happened had Hurricane Dorian steered a slightly different course. BELFAST, ME: It’s not the first time a
communication innovation has come out of the State of Maine. In 1868, Mainer Joseph Stearns came up with a way to carry on two
ends of a conversation simultaneously on the same wire, revolutionizing the telegraph and later what would become the telephone –
industries.
We realized that the last option most people have for getting information is by broadcast radio. It was December 2013 when the
County experienced a massive ice storm that crippled the power grid for a full week. EMA Director Dale Rowley recounts, “We
established an emergency shelter but could not get the word to residents that the shelter was open! They couldn’t watch TV; and
their smart phones batteries were dead. We realized that the last option that most people have for getting information is by broadcast
radio through their car radio or with small battery-operated receiver. Then we found out about emergency radio advisory stations.”
Though a power outage is the number one situation in which they will utilize the service, emergency management officials say it
also could be helpful in large-scale evacuations due to forest fires, HAZMAT spill or other hazard that would endanger the public.
The County is erecting signs and will be using all local media to promote the presence of the emergency service. “Then during an
emergency, we will send out a WEA (Wireless Emergency Alert) to cell phones directing people to tune to the AM station for more
detailed information." adds Rowley
Waldo County's Aborn Hill Road antenna site will host the first RadoSAFE System.
Recognizing that an emergency AM radio system capable of covering their entire county was not an off-the-shelf item, in 2018
Waldo County reached out to Information Station Specialists to propose the parameters of the new service. That prompted the company to design the HPR.0990 High Performance Antenna, which has the efficiency and power handling capability to cover a radius
of more than 20 miles. The antenna is designed so that existing Information Station licensees can upgrade to it, if the physical and
spectrum space exists at their locations. Condensed versions of the RadioSAFE system are also available that have 7-10-mile and 35-mile signal coverage radii. Depending on the version, a waiver and/or a Temporary Authority (STA) may be required from the
FCC. The County then obtained a Subrecepient State Homeland Security Grant to cover the costs. The RadioSAFE Wide-Area
Emergency Broadcast System was designed as a result of the County’s expressed needs and is under construction at this time on a
hilltop tower site, centrally located near the town of Knox, Maine. Adjacent Lincoln County in Maine is proceeding with engineering work on a similar system for their jurisdiction.
Amateur radio pros Brit Rothrock (Communications) and Robert Hoey (GIS) within the Waldo County Emergency Management
Agency are doing the system planning and will be installing the new service at the County's Aborn Hill tower site. The County's
RadioSAFE System will operate on AM frequency 530 kHz, a channel designated exclusively for TIS service in the United States.
There are no other broadcast stations on 530 kHz in the Nation now, making it an ideal channel for emergency use.
Frequencies for RadioSAFE operation are not universally available. Planning a new system – or considering an upgrade to widearea coverage by an existing Information Station operator – will begin with a frequency search to determine availability.
The new RadioSAFE System will be offered in 3 coverage levels. Ed Note: please see: http://www.theradiosource.com/articles/news-2019sep.htm for the continued article information and updates Submitted by Bill Baker Information Station Specialists ...theRADIOsource.com
Founded in 1983, Information Station Specialists is the USA's best known source for information radio stations, advisory signage and related technical services.

Changes coming to ARRL-LoTW #ADMINISTRATION
In an email dated August 13, 2013 we were informed that The ARRL is currently in the process of establishing several new
Groups similar to ARRL-LoTW but for communications on topics other than LoTW. These Groups will all be sharing a new, common, recognizable domain name: Groups.arrl.org
As a part of the transition, messages that you are receiving for ARRL-LoTW from Groups.io will shortly begin to arrive from
Groups.arrl.org rather than from Groups.io. This change will mean that any whitelists, fiters, etc. you have defined in your email
program (e.g. Gmail, Outlook, etc.) for ARRL-LoTW which are based on the values of email message headers will need to updated
for the coming change form Groups.io to Groups.arrl.org once this change is implemented by Groups.io
Currently, we expect that this switchover will be taking place this week. We'll share further details once Groups.io informs us of a
more precise time for when we can expect this change to happen. ,Mike K1MK
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RACES volunteers,
Please join us for discussions about our radio stations, including issues such as
emergency power; for practice in passing messages; and for doing other exercises related to emergency communications. All licensed amateur radio operators are welcome to participate. If you have any questions, would like information about joining
RACES, or to receive news about RACES, please contact <n5wvr@arrl.net>.
Cathy James N5WVR; Vermont RACES Program Coordinator
DPS.RACES mailing list: DPS.RACES@list.vermont.gov or https://list.vermont.gov/
mailman/listinfo/dps.races

Winter Field Day is Just Ahead 01/04/2020
Winter Field Day is Just Ahead 01/04/2017 Field Day is not just for summertime anymore. Winter Field Day, sponsored by the Winter Field Day Association (WFDA), will take place over the January 28-29 weekend, and it can be a
terrific time to prep for ARRL Field Day in June. The annual event’s stated purpose is to encourage emergency operating preparedness in the winter, but it’s also an excuse to get out of the house and enjoy the great outdoors. According to
the WFDA, getting ready for emergency communication in a winter environment is just as important as the preparations
and practice that take place each June during ARRL Field Day, and — let’s face it — it’s not cold and snowy everywhere during the winter months. Your local climate could be quite the opposite. “Don’t let those winter doldrums keep
you locked up in the house,” the WFDA says. “Get out and play some radio!” The WFDA said it believes that maintaining operating skills should not be limited to fair-weather scenarios. The event, which got its start in 2007, is not restricted to North America. All Amateur Radio operators around the world are invited to participate, and there are three entry
categories — indoor, outdoor, and home. The rules are similar to those for ARRL Field Day. Operation will take place
on all HF bands except 12, 17, 30, and 60 meters, as well as on VHF, UHF, and satellite. The event runs 24 hours. US
and Canadian stations exchange call sign, operating category, and ARRL or RAC section.
The WFDA encourages both group and solo operation, and if you’re not up for an outdoor winter adventure
involving Amateur Radio, you can operate from the comfort of your shack. As the WFDA says on its Facebook page,
“The object is winter fun!” (It will be here before you know it! Ed)

Winter Field Day Association (WFDA) is a dedicated group of Amateur Radio Operators who believe that emergency communications in a winter environment is just as important as the preparations and practice that is done each summer but with some additional unique operational concerns.
We believe as do those entities of ARRL Organizations like ARES & RACES that maintaining
your operational skills should not be limited to fair weather scenarios. The addition of Winter Field
Day will enhance those already important skills of those that who generously volunteer their time
and equipment to these organizations. This is why WFD is open to all licensed amateur radio operators worldwide.
Disasters are unpredictable by nature and can strike when you least expect them. WFDA's goal is
to help enhance your skills and ready you for all environmental conditions found in the US and
Canada during the spring, summer, fall and winter Preparedness is the key to a professional and
timely response during any event and this is what local and state authorities are expecting when
they reach out to the emergency service groups that offer their services.
If you are serious about emergency communications as we are; we welcome you to join us for our
yearly event. We are sure you will find this event a pleasant change and challenge to that of a normal summer time field day.
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The Long, Storied Controversy Over Cheese on Apple Pie
SOME LOVE IT. SOME HATE IT. SOME HAVE NO IDEA WHAT IT IS.
A P P L E P I E I S N O T A N American invention.
In the 14th century, farmers in
England began wrapping apples into inedible containers
known as “coffins,” a pie prototype. Only in 1697 did the
concept reach the United
States—through European
immigrants.
But the USA has laid claim to the iconic dessert, a process that was crystalized when a 1902 New York
Times article lambasted an English writer for complaining
that eating apple pie more than two times per week was
excessive:
[Twice a week] is utterly insufficient, as anyone who
knows the secret of our strength as a nation and the foundation of our industrial supremacy must admit. Pie is the
American synonym of prosperity, and its varying contents
the calendar of changing seasons. Pie is the food of the heroic. No pie-eating people can be permanently vanquished.
But even in the United States, apple pie has its regional
variants—and, inevitably, detractors of those variants.
Perhaps the biggest controversy? Cheese.
This is going to completely shock a number of apple pie
fans and elicit an “of course” from a
whole slew of others, but: a lot of
people put cheese, specifically a sharp
cheddar, on their apple pies. Apple
pie with cheddar cheese and bacon
bits.
KISSÅ/CC BY-ND 2.0
The tradition has silently polarized
the nation, with some, like author John T. Edge, confessing, “at lunch or dinner I thought a wedge of pie was naked
if it wasn’t crowned with a preternaturally orange slice of
cheddar.” The poet Eugene Field (1850-1895) once wrote,
“But I, when I undress me / Each night, upon my knees /
Will ask the Lord to bless me / With apple pie and cheese.”
There is even a saying, popular in many circles: “An apple
pie without the cheese is like a kiss without the squeeze.”
Meanwhile, another faction has lamented, “Why would
anyone choose to crown their apple pie with stinky old
cheese when they could have a scoop of ice cream melting
on top?” In 1998, a reader of the Los Angeles
Times complained that “[a column] about cheese and apple
pie left me feeling like I live in the twilight zone… I have
so far never encountered American friends or acquaintances who even want to try this.” When asked whether he ate
pie with cheese in his home state of Mississippi, one
chef said: “Oh, God no! They’d put you away in a home.”
Proponents of apple pies with cheese defend their choice
by pointing to the contrast between “the sweetness of the
pie” and “the sharpness and saltiness” of the cheeses, saying it works the same way as chocolate-covered pretzels.
Apple pie with cheddar cheese crust and ice cream.

There are many ways to prepare it: some people bake cheese
into the pie crust, some slip it into the apple filling, some melt it
on top of the pie, and others leave it on the side of the plate.
Though in the United States, cheddar is the favorite, many types
of cheese can be used. Recipes may call for Wensleydale,
Roquefort, gouda, parmesan, or Gruyère. The ABC show Pushing
Daisies featured an iconic scene in which Ned, owner of a restaurant called The Pie Hole, prepares an apple pie—with Gruyère in its crust—for his girlfriend’s aunts.

Though fans of apple pie with cheese exist everywhere,
they seem to be concentrated in the American Midwest,
New England, and parts of Canada and Britain. Vermont
even has a 1999 law on the books requiring that proprietors
of apple pie make a “good faith effort” to serve it with ice
cream, cold milk, or “a slice of cheddar cheese weighing a
minimum of 1/2 ounce.” In some circles, apple pie with
cheese is tradition.
So where does this come from? And why, especially in
the United States, do some people expect apple pie with
cheese, while others have never even heard of the concept?

The idea appears to have originated in England, where all sorts of
fillings were added to pies. At some point, the 17th-century
trend of adding dairy-based sauces to pies morphed into a tradition of topping them with cheese. For instance, in Yorkshire,
apple pie was served with Wensleydale, which is likely how the
phrase “an apple pie without the cheese is like a kiss without the
squeeze” began. (Though it is in dispute whether the phrase originated in the United States or England, it caught on in both places
in the 19th century, suggesting a kind of cultural collaboration
between the two.)
According to The Mystic Seaport Cookbook: 350 Years of
New England Cooking, New England settlers brought the idea
behind these Yorkshire pies with them, but instead of Wensleydale, they began using cheddar.
Why cheese? At the time, apple pies were quite bland: prior to
the creation of the Red Delicious apple in the late 19th century,
few apples tasted sweet. Cheese offered a readily available supplement. After all, in an era before the ubiquity of freezers, the
most popular pie topping today—ice cream—was out of the
question.
Places in the United States with heavy concentrations of dairy
farms therefore became centers of the cheese-on-apple-pie craze.
These included New England, Pennsylvania, and especially the
Midwest—largely the regions where cheddar cheese apple pie is
popular today.
Regions that pioneered pie a la mode, meanwhile, largely lost
the trend: New York City, for instance, has served the dish since
the 1890s, and today generally falls into the “pie with ice cream”
camp.
During the 20th century, ice cream gradually usurped cheese as
the most popular pie topping in the United States at large. But the
cheese-on-pie love has endured. So beware: Whether you serve
your apple pie with cheese or without it, you might get some
funny looks.
Gastro Obscura covers the world’s most wondrous food and
drink. Sign up for our email, delivered twice a week.
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/cheese-apple-pie
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GMWS NEWS FLASH!!!!
BEHIND THE SCENE!!
Did you notice the clean lines of Key Klicks last month?
A computer glitch (aka: and an Old Lady senior moment)
threatened last months issue. I was out of town and really
felt trapped and with little time to recover.
Enter Frank W1AD !!! He stepped up and electronically
reproduced the September issue. Not an easy task and
with his busy schedule.
Thanks You Frank! Ed: Ann Mary

GET INVOLVED!!!

Every Monday:

GMWS ARES Dist 6 Net, 147.045, T +100 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting)

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Jeff N1YTY; Pete NJ2VT; Frank W1AD ; Caid W1CX;
Bill Baker @theRADIOsource.com>; Forest N1BBQ
Ed Note: ANOTHER BIGGIE! Did you know in my
summer absence Caid W1CX, took over printing and
posting our mailed copies!

OCTOBER 2019

Mark Your Calendar
Saturday - Nov 9 NFMRA
Northeast FM Repeater Association
NFMRA Annual Lunch/Meeting

Noon Lunch Followed by Meeting
at
Denny’s Rte #7 Rutland VT
TUESDAY 08 OCT
GMWS ANNUAL DINNER: 2019@ 7:00PM
ROTARY BUILDING, ROUTE 7,
WALLOMGFORD.TALK-IN 147.045 T -100
CHECK US OUT!!!! ON THE INTERNET!!!
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-GreenMountain-Wireless-Society741253585940162/
WWW.GMWS.net

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05701

KEY KLICK’s: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY OCT 2019
ON FACEBOOK https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/ On the Web at: www.gmws.net

